We ensure all works are finished on-time, within budget, and with minimum fuss.

get great results
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1.0 COMPANY OVERVIEW

who we are & what we do

Grange Banks Commercial Coatings are specialist providers of painting, specialist coatings and maintenance services across a wide range of industry sectors throughout Victoria and Tasmania.

We pride ourselves on delivering a cost effective, quality finish to all projects. We achieve this by providing clients with specific tailored painting schedules, comprehensive project management and skilled tradesmen. Our commitment is to ensure that you as a client receive the same consistent level of workmanship on all projects that we undertake.

Reasons to choose Grange Banks:

- 24/7 service capabilities
- Victoria’s largest electro magnetic applicators
- Free project estimates
- Holds accreditations with industry and government organisations
- Comprehensive OH & S and project management systems

As a trusted provider to some of Australia’s largest organisations, we have a proven track record of getting the job done on time and on budget.

AREAS OF SERVICE

Grange Banks is able to carry out painting projects across Victoria and Tasmania.
OUR INDUSTRY CLIENTELE

- Education
- Healthcare
- Facility Management
- Business to Business
- Building & Construction
- Council & Services
- Aged Care
- Industrial
- Leisure & Hospitality
- Body Corporate
We take ownership of each project to ensure our clients are completely satisfied from start to finish.
from passion and experience comes quality

Our management and trade experience in the commercial painting arena includes administrative, operational and organisational components.

KEN SMITH
Director

Ken Smith has over twenty years management experience in the commercial coatings sector, including senior management roles with larger multi-faceted contracting companies. He actively promotes a professional approach to our business particularly with regard to employee wellbeing, OH&S issues, and customer satisfaction/retention.

0437 005 220
ken@grangebanks.com.au
au.linkedin.com/in/ken-smith-81039897

Derek has been involved in the commercial painting industry for over ten years. As with all our team, Derek is a “hands on” manager who has a keen customer focus and an eye for cost effective solutions for our clients. He is actively involved with all facets of the company from sales to project delivery.

0400 552 174
derek@grangebanks.com.au
au.linkedin.com/in/derek-brett-59b6b1a0

HADLEY DRON
Director / General Manager

Hadley has been operating within the major commercial sector for over ten (10) years from ground level through to various senior management roles within the commercial coatings industry. As the General Manager his key role is to oversee the day to day running of the company including procurement of new business in the commercial, industrial and municipal sectors, and maintaining all key client and staff relationships.

0400 672 800
hadley@grangebanks.com.au
au.linkedin.com/in/hadley-dron-2a1312a0
We offer long term maintenance plans to ensure the surfaces of your structure and/or equipment are maintained to the highest standards.

- Our team is skilled at providing obligation free site measures and quotations
- We can tailor long term maintenance plans so that the surfaces of your structure and/or equipment are maintained to the highest standard
- Payment arrangements that are customised to your needs
- With a 24/7-service mentality we are confident that we can provide a solution that meets your timeframe and expectations

4.0 OUR ADVANTAGES

We pride ourselves on working with our clients to not only ensure a quality finish, but to provide a holistic solution that can accommodate financial and budgetary requirements.

We work around you

We can make flexible arrangements to visit your place of business (or home) and carry out the work in situ, with a minimum amount of disruption to you.
We are well equipped to tackle projects of any size and any level of complexity.
5.0 SPECIALISED SERVICES

you name it, we paint it

FLOORING
MAINTENANCE SOLUTIONS
INDUSTRIAL COATINGS
ABSEILING
6.0 BEFORE & AFTER

quality workmanship

Grange Banks is committed to maintaining a high degree of quality at every stage of the painting process. We achieve this by paying special attention to the following factors:

- Highest quality products and suppliers
- Attention to detail at all stages of the process
- Fully trained staff
- Dedicated business development managers and project managers for each job
- Proven track record fulfilling the needs of large organisations
- An awareness of environmental issues and sustainable practices

7.0 OUR CERTIFICATIONS

excellence through accreditation

Grange Banks is proud to be a part of PCCP certification program that was started as joint initiative between the Commonwealth (as a major owner of assets and infrastructure) and industry.

As certified PCCP contractors we demonstrate compliance with certain defined minimum performance standards - quality systems, satisfied customers, skilled and experienced personnel.
Grange Banks is committed to the safeguard of our environment both as a result of our actions and through the choices of the products we use.

All projects are viewed and costed to minimise our impact on the environment by ensuring that our management and tradepersons always consider factors such as:

- Responsible disposal of waste on all projects
- Taking appropriate action to ensure no waste materials enters waterways, storm water drains, or other sensitive systems
- Ensuring safe, non-hazardous collection and conversion of liquid waste products
- Specifying wherever possible ZERO Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) paint in our applications

It should be noted that by its very nature, electrostatic painting is an inherently environmentally friendly process when compared to other painting methods due to its 95% transfer efficiency to substrates.

Our electrostatic painting process averages 95% transfer efficiency to substrates - meaning its more environmentally friendly than our competitors!
an impeccable safety record

Grange Banks has an impeccable safety record thanks to a range of systems and procedures that ensure our staff carries out its duties with a “safety first” attitude at all times.

Grange Banks complies with all statutory and regulatory obligations – in particular the Occupational Health and Safety Act (2004).

In line with this, we ensure that we:

- Provide necessary training for managers and employees to safely carry out their duties
- Work to avoid accidents or incidents and fully investigate, remedy those that may occur
- Monitor equipment, vehicles, plant and workplaces in the pursuit of safety

A copy of our Health & Safety Policy is issued to each operative prior to commencement. A copy can be obtained at any time from our office.

Additionally, we conduct monthly toolbox OH&S meetings with our personnel to address current safety issues, review our performance, and discuss any continuous improvement items as a team.

All Grange Banks employees:

- Observe relevant laws and regulations
- Follow safe operating procedures and practices
- Adhere to the no smoking policy and ensure a drug and alcohol free workplace
- Assist the efforts of the local OH&S committee

The joint co-operation of all will ensure we are successful in looking after each other.

TOOLBOX MEETINGS

We conduct monthly toolbox OH&S meetings with our personnel to address current safety issues, review our performance, and discuss any continuous improvement items as a team.
FIND OUT MORE AT:

grangebanks.com.au
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